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Spelling list: Characters in Life of Pi

 by Yann Martel is a captivating tale of survival and spirituality. Piscine Molitor Patel, known as Pi, Life of Pi
finds himself stranded on a lifeboat with a Bengal tiger named Richard Parker after a shipwreck. Pi's 
extraordinary journey tests his faith, resilience, and the power of storytelling.

Piscine
 Molitor Patel, known as Pi, embarks on a remarkable journey of Piscine

survival and self-discovery.

Molitor
Piscine  Patel, known as Pi, embarks on a remarkable journey of Molitor

survival and self-discovery.

Patel
Piscine Molitor  , known as Pi, embarks on a remarkable journey of Patel

survival and self-discovery.

Pi
Piscine Molitor Patel, known as  , embarks on a remarkable journey of Pi

survival and self-discovery.

Richard
 Parker, the Bengal tiger, becomes an unlikely companion and a Richard

constant source of danger and fascination for Pi.

Parker
Richard  , the Bengal tiger, becomes an unlikely companion and a Parker

constant source of danger and fascination for Pi.

Santosh
 Patel, Pi's father, imparts valuable life lessons and prepares Pi for Santosh

the challenges ahead.

Gita
 Patel, Pi's mother, provides a nurturing presence and supports Pi's Gita

exploration of faith.

Ravi
 Patel, Pi's older brother, shares an adventurous spirit and sibling rivalry Ravi

with Pi.

Author
The  , implied to be Yann Martel himself, weaves the narrative of Pi's author

journey, blurring the lines between fact and fiction.

Adirubasamy
Francis  tells the author the incredible tale of Pi's survival at Adirubasamy

sea.

Mr.  , one of the officials investigating Pi's story, questions the Okamoto
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Okamoto truthfulness of his incredible tale.

Chiba
Mr.  , another investigator, seeks to uncover the truth behind Pi's Chiba

extraordinary claims.

Kumar
Satish  , Pi's biology teacher, ignites Pi's fascination with the animal Kumar

kingdom and the wonders of nature.

Orange
 Juice, the orangutan, becomes Pi's unexpected companion on the Orange

lifeboat.

Juice
Orange  , the orangutan, becomes Pi's unexpected companion on the Juice

lifeboat.

Zebra
The  , a fellow survivor on the lifeboat, endures hardships and serves zebra

as a reminder of the brutality of nature.

Hyena
The  , a ruthless predator, poses a constant threat to Pi and his hyena

companions on the lifeboat.
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